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To each prefix code X, over a 2 letter alphabet, corresponds canonically 
and its formal series Px(x; y). 





gives information about the average length of the words in X. 
We say that a code X is of constant length I if &(x ; 1 - x ), for 0 s x G 1, is constant 
and equal to 1. In this case, it’s easy to see that I is a natural number. 
If 2 = 1 or I = 2 the only complete prefix codes of constant length 2 have as formal 
series the polynomial 
(x +y)‘. 
Moreover we know [ 1] that for each I there are only finitely many finite complete 
biprefix codes of constant length 1. These facts led to the natural question: 
Are there only a finite reumber of complete prefix codes of a given constant 
length I? 
The aim of this note is to answer by the negative, exhibiting, for each 
Za3, an infinity of complete prefix codes of constant length I (our roll is not 
exhaustive). 
Let us consider for I = 3, the code whose tree is built by concatenating the 
following blocks: 
- the top one is 
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- each of the next blocks is equal to the following one 
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If we want an infinite tree we continue indefinitely. Otherwise, after n such blocks, 
we end with the following bottom block: 
I I___--___----___- ________ -I 
This construction shows (independently whether the tree is finite or not) that the 
above codes are prefix and complete. 
In order to verify that their length is 3, first we remark that the corresponding 
formal series are 
&Jx;y)=y (x3+2xy+y3)Xiyi+Xnyn(x+y)3, 
j=o 
P&x; y) = : (x3+2xy +y3)x’y’. 
j=o 
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Thus, 




&Jx; y)= g [i3+2j)x3+2(2+2j)xy+(3+2j)y3]xiy'. 
j=o 
Ifx+y=l,wehave 
(3+2j)(x3+y3)+2(2+2j)xy = (3+2j)(x+~)~-(5+2j)xy 
and thus 
&(x; y)=ni’ {(3+2j)xiy’-[3+2(j-!-l)]xi+1yi+1}+(3+2n)xnyn. 
j=o 
Then, by the telescopic property 
&“(x; l-x)=3. 
Similarly we have (as 0 G x < 1) 
&Jx; 1-x)=3- lim [(3+2n)x”(l-x)“]=3. 
n-+00 
The given examples generalize asily for any I - ‘4 if we consider the codes whose 
formal series are 
(x +Y)‘-3px,(x; Y) or (x + y)‘-3F’X,(x; y). 
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